Let X be a Banach space. For a positive integer m , let 5aw-(mAr*) denote the Banach space formed by all w-homogeneous polynomials defined on X* whose restrictions to the closed unit ball B(X") of AT* are continuous for the weak-star topology. For each one of such polynomials, its norm will be the supremum of the absolute value in B(X*). In this paper the bidual of &w* (mX*) is constructed when this space does not contain a copy of /' . It is also shown that, whenever X is an Asplund space, ¿tBw*(mX*) is also Asplund.
Unless stated, all linear spaces used here throughout are assumed to be nontrivial and defined over the field C of complex numbers. Our topological spaces will all be Hausdorff.
If X is a Banach space, X* and X** will be its conjugate and second conjugate, respectively. We identify X in the usual manner with a subspace of X**. B(X) is the closed unit ball of X. The duality between X and X* is denoted by (•,•), i.e., for x in X and u in X*, (x, u) = u(x). The norm of any Banach space will be represented by || • ||.
In the product Xi x X2 x • • • x Xm of the Banach spaces XX,X2, ... , Xm we consider the norm given by the Minkowski functional of B(X{) x B(X2) x • • • x B(Xm). By Jf(Xi, X2, ... , Xm) we denote the linear space over C of the continuous m-linear forms defined on Ii xI2X'-xIm.
We assume Jf(Xi, X2, ... , Xm) provided with the usual norm, that is, for any such mlinear form /, 11/11 := sup{\f(xi, x2, ... ,Xm)\:Xj£B(Xj),j = 1, 2, ... , m}.
Jfw.(X*, X$ , ... , X^) is the subspace of Jf(X\ , X% , ... , X^) formed by those elements whose restrictions to B(XX*) xB(X^) x • • • xB(X^) are continuous with respect to the topology induced by the weak-star topology of X* x X\ x ■■■ x X"\.
For a Banach space X and a positive integer m , ¿P(mX) is the linear space of the continuous w-homogeneous polynomials defined on X. We consider 3°(mX) endowed with the usual norm, i.e., for any such /, _ 11/11 := sup{|/(*)|: x £ B(X)}.
âaw-(mX*) represents the subspace of 3°(mX*) whose elements are those polynomials that are weak-star continuous in B(X*). ¿?(W.)(mX*) is the Banach subspace of ¿P(mX*) algebraically defined as the closure of â°w.(mX*) in ^{/"X*) when this space is endowed with the compact open topology, i.e., the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of X*.
A Banach space X is said to be Asplund if every separable subspace F of I has separable dual Y* or, equivalently, X* has the Radon-Nikodym property.
For a subset {Xj■: j £ J} of a Banach space X, lin{Xj■: j £ 7} denotes its linear span while [Xj : j £ J] is its closed linear span.
In a Banach space X, a biorthogonal system (Xj, Uj)Jej, Xj£X, Uj£X* , (Xj, Uj) = l, (Xj, uh)=0,j^h,j,h £ J, is a Markushevich basis if [xj: j £ J] coincides with X and lin{M,: j £ 7} is weak-star dense in X*. If S is a compact topological space, C(S) is the real vector space of the continuous real-valued functions defined on S with the usual norm. S is said to be Corson if it is homeomorphic to a subspace T of the product RJ , for some J depending on S, where R is the set of reals equipped with the usual topology, such that if the point (a¡ : j £ J) is in T, then the set {j £ J: a¡ ^ 0} is countable. S is an Eberlein compact if it is homeomorphic to a weakly compact subset of a Banach space. Using a result of Amir and Lindenstrauss [1] , if S is Eberlein, then it is homeomorphic to a weakly compact subset A of the real space cç,(J), for some index set J depending on S ; clearly, the mapping <p from A to RJ which assigns to each element (a¡ : j £ J) in A the element (a,: j £ J) of RJ is a homeomorphism from A onto <p(A) with {j £ J: a¡ ,¿ 0} countable, hence S is a Corson compact.
We have shown two results, in [4] and [5] , respectively, that are more general than the following: (a) If X is an Asplund space admitting a Markushevich basis (Xj, Uj)jç.j such that, for each u in X*, the set {j £ J: (Xj, u) ^ 0} is countable, then X is weakly compactly generated, (b) If S is a Corson compact and E is a subspace of C(S) that is closed for the topology ofpointwise convergence, there is a Markushevich basis (f, Uj)j€j for E such that, for each s in S, the set {j £ J: f(s) ± 0} is countable.
Let S and T be two topological spaces. Let <p be a set-valued map from S to T. A mapping y/ from 5 to T is said to be a selector of <p whenever y/(s) belongs to <p(s) for each s in 5. The mapping <p is upper semicontinuous provided there is, for each í in 5 and each open neighborhood V of tp(s), a neighborhood U of 5 suchthat <p(x) is contained in V for every x in U.
We shall need the following result [3] : (c) Let S be a metric space and let Y be a Banach space such that Y* has the Radon-Nikodym property. Let q> be a set-valued map from S to Y*. If <p is upper semicontinuous and tp(x) is a non-empty compact set for each x in X respect to the weak-star topology of Y*, then there is a selector y/ of tp of the first Baire class between the metric spaces S and Y*.
We say that a mapping / between the topological spaces S and T is quasiBaire if there is a countable set L of continuous mappings from 5 to 7 such that / belongs to the closure of L in the topological space Ts .
The following result that we have shown in [6] will also be needed: (d) Let X be a real Banach space. If there is a quasi-Baire mapping O from X to X* such that ||<I>(x)|| = 1, (x, 0(a:)) = ||x||, x £ X, x ^ 0, then X is an Asplund space. For each /in Y, we define <p(f) as the set of points x £ B for which f(x) -11/11 • It is plain that tp(f) is non-empty and compact. Also, it is not hard to see that the set-valued map (p from 7 to ^'x^'X'-x^ is upper semicontinuous when the latter space has the weak-star topology. Result (c) yields then a selector y/ of <p of the first Baire class between the metric spaces Y and X* x X^ x ■ ■ ■ x Xm. Hence, there is a sequence (y/") of continuous mappings from Y to X¡ x X\ x ■ ■ ■ x Xm such that, for each / in Y, limii/n(f) = y/(f). Proof. In the previous theorem we take X = Xx = X2 = ■ • • = Xm. Then subspace F of Jtw-(X\ ,X\, ... ,Xm) consisting of the symmetric m-linear forms is a Banach space which is Asplund. We conclude by recalling that F is isomorphic to &>w. (mX*). Q.E.D.
The following result can be found in [2] : (e) Let X be a Banach space with no copy of lx. Let A be a weak-star compact subset of X*. If B is the closed absolutely convex hull of A in X*, then B is weak-star compact. Theorem 2. Let X be a Banach space. If, for a positive integer m, 3sw.(mX*) does not contain a copy of /', then ¿?W'(mX*)** identifies with ¿P(W.)(mX*). Proof. Let X be the map from X* to &>W'(mX*)* such that, for each u in X* and each g in &w.{mX*), (X(u), g) = g(u). We set A := X(B(X*)). It can be simply checked that A is a weak-star compact subset of ^aw.(mX*)*. Now, let B stand for the closed absolutely convex hull of A in the Banach space £Pw*(mX*Y . In light of the previously mentioned result (e), we have that B is also weak-star compact. We deduce from this that, if v is a non-zero weak-star continuous linear form defined on ¿?w» (mX*)*, then voX is a non-zero element of 3°w.(mX*). Consequently, B is the closed unit ball of 9°w-(mX*Y .
Let A be a map from X* to ^w.)(mX*)* such that for each u in X* and each g in&^rx*), (g, Au) = g(u). In ^>{w.){mX*)*, let 77 be the linear hull of A(X*) and E the closure of 77. E is a Banach space. By T we denote the mapping from E to ^sW'(mX*)* which assigns to each u in E its restriction to â°w-(mX*). We next show that T is an isometry.
Obviously, X = To A. If g belongs to &>(mX*) and a £ C, then g(ax) = amg(x), and thus, if, for a positive integer p, BP(X*) represents the closed unit ball in X* of radius 2~p , the closed absolutely convex hull of A(BP(X*)) in ^w.)(mX*)* coincides with the closed ball in E of radius 2"pm . Similarly, the closed absolutely convex hull of X(BP(X*)) in <?w. (mX*)* is the closed ball in &>w.(mX*y of radius 2~Pm . Now, let P and Q be the absolutely convex hulls of A(B(X*)) and X(B(X*)) in E and ¿?w (mX*)*, respectively. Take a non-zero element w of E. We find 0 < ß < 1 such that ||jstu|| < 2~2m . We choose wi in P so that ||/?u;-2-2mK;1|| <2~4m.
Proceeding by induction, let us assume that, for a positive integer p , we have found Wi, w2, ... , wp in P such that \\ßw -2~2mwi -2~4mw2-2-2pmwp\\ < 2-2(p+X)m .
We then determine wp+i in P for which \\22(p+^(ßw -2-2mWi -2-4mw2-2-2pmwp) -wp+i || < 2~2m and \\ßw -2~2mwi -2-4mw2-2-2pmwp -22(P+^mwp+i || < 2-2^+2'w .
Hence, in E, we have oo ßw = ^22-2pmwp. p=\
We take now a finite subset Ap of BP(X*) suchthat 2~pmwp is in the absolutely convex hull in E of A(AP). If K is the closed absolutely convex hull in E of \S//=i A(AP) we have that K is compact and ßw is clearly in K. Fix an element g of ^w.)(mX*) such that (g, w) ± 0. We select an element / of 9°w.(mX") satisfying Proof. It follows from Corollary 1.1 that ^VC"X*) is Asplund and so it does not contain copies of lx. Our previous theorem now applies. Q.E.D. Let / be in ¿P(mX*). We want to show that, given e > 0 and a compact subset K of X*, there is an element g in ¿Pw*(mX*) suchthat \f(x)-g(x)\ < e, x £ K. To do this we follow a complete induction procedure. If m = 1, then / is an element of X**, so there is an element g of X, hence of ¿?w* (mX*), such that |/(x) -g(x)\ < e, x £ K. We assume the property true for a positive integer m -1 and show it still holds for m . We may assume, without loss of generality, that K is contained in B(X*). Let h be the element of J¿?s(mX*) such that h(x, x, ... , x) = f(x), x £ X*. For xx in X*, h(xx ,-,-,...,•) is the element of 2's(m~xX*) satisfying h(xx,-,-,..., -)(x2, Xi, ... , xm) = h(xi, x2, X3, ... , xm).
We get hold of an operator C:X* ^5fs(m-xX*)
of finite rank such that \\C(x)-h(x, -,-,..., -)ll < |, x£K.
We find hi, h2, ... , hq in ¿2?s(m~xX*) and u\,u2, ... ,uq in X** so that C(x) = ux(x)hx + u2(x)h2 H-h uq(x)hq, x £ X*.
We take now Vj in X, j -1,2, ... , q , such that
By the induction hypothesis, there is a polynomial Kj in ¿Pw*(m~xX* is an isomorphism, and thereby 6> is weakly compactly generated. It is now immediate that G is also weakly compactly generated. Q.E.D.
Corollary 1.4. Let m be a positive integer. If X is a weakly compactly generated Asplund space, then ¿Pw.(mX*) is weakly compactly generated.
Proof. The subspace F of Jfw*(X\, X\, ... , Xm) formed by the symmetric w-linear forms when X\ = X\ = ■■■ = Xm = X is closed for the topology of pointwise convergence and so, in light of last theorem, F is weakly compactly generated. Since F is isomorphic to ¿?w+(mX*), the conclusion follows. Q.E.D.
